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After outbreak of dissent, Trump powers toward the prize
CLEVELAND — Barring a lastminute jolt to the proceedings, Donald Trump is hours away from attaining the 2016
presidential nomination despite efforts to stop him that spilled messily into the opening of the Republican National
Convention. As his wife, Melania, put it from the stage, “It would not be a Trump contest without excitement and drama.”
She generated a lot of buzz with her wellreceived speech and, later, a controversy over some of her remarks. Two passages of
her address matched nearly wordforword the speech that Michelle Obama delivered in 2008 at the Democratic National
Convention.
Trump’s campaign responded in a statement that said her “immigrant experience and love for America shone through in her
speech.” The statement didn’t mention Mrs. Obama.
For a time Monday, the Cleveland arena resembled the conventionfloor battles of old as aggrieved antiTrump Republicans
protested the adoption by voice vote of rules aimed at quashing an already flailing effort to deny him the prize. Instead of a
manicured message of unity, viewers saw the fractured face of a party still coming to grips with the polarizing man of the
moment.
But to borrow the parlance of Trump the businessman, the deal will almost certainly be sealed Tuesday night.
___
Some Melania Trump speech lines mirror Michelle Obama speech
CLEVELAND — Melania Trump’s wellreceived speech Monday to the Republican National Convention contained two passages
that match nearly wordforword the speech that first lady Michelle Obama delivered in 2008 at the Democratic National
Convention.
The passages in question focus on lessons that Mrs. Trump, the wife of presumptive Republican presidential nominee Donald

Trump, said she learned from her parents and the relevance of their lessons in her experience as a mother. They came near the
beginning of her roughly 10minute speech, which was otherwise distinct from the address that Mrs. Obama gave when her
husband, thenSen. Barack Obama, was being nominated for president.
In Mrs. Trump’s speech in Cleveland, she said: “From a young age, my parents impressed on me the values that you work hard
for what you want in life, that your word is your bond and you do what you say and keep your promise, that you treat people
with respect. They taught and showed me values and morals in their daily life.”
In Mrs. Obama’s 2008 speech in Denver, she said: “And Barack and I were raised with so many of the same values: like, you
work hard for what you want in life, that your word is your bond, that you do what you say you’re going to do, that you treat
people with dignity and respect, even if you don’t know them and even if you don’t agree with them.”
Another passage with notable similarities that follows two sentences later in Mrs. Trump’s speech addresses her attempts to
instill those values in her son.
___
Poll: Trump supporters unfazed by reversal on selffunding
WESTFIELD, Ind. — Donald Trump’s voters adored him for mostly paying his own way in the first half of the presidential
campaign. Yet those same people are shrugging their shoulders now that he’s raising money just like the rivals he once
disparaged as the “puppets” of big donors.
A new Associated PressGfK poll found that 63 percent of Trump supporters say they’re at least somewhat more likely to back
a selffunded candidate, just as he once was. However, just 13 percent consider it a problem that Trump changed his mind —
and nearly all those think it’s only a minor one.
How can people care so strongly about a candidate’s original stance and then not care at all when he changes his mind?
At a Trump rally this week near Indianapolis, some of his most ardent supporters explained their thinking. Many said it
wouldn’t be fair for Trump, a billionaire businessman, to have to spend his own money against Hillary Clinton. The
presumptive Democratic nominee and her allies aim to raise $1 billion for the general election.
“It was inspiring to see someone spend their own money rather than relying on lobbyists,” said 18yearold Maxwell Nugent,
who will be casting his first presidential vote for Trump this November. “It makes it more profound for him to be asking all the
people who supported him to be giving money to the campaign now.”
___
Police across US patrolling in pairs after ambush attacks

DENVER — Police departments across the country are ordering officers to pair up after ambush attacks left eight officers dead
in Texas and Louisiana, a precaution that could slow response times to lowlevel crimes and drive up overtime for already
exhausted police.
Some agencies that normally let officers patrol alone began forcing them to double up throughout their shifts, even during
meals or other breaks during their shifts.
Los Angeles police assigned members of specialized crimefighting units to back up officers responding to routine calls.
Baltimore police began sending two squad cars to every call received. Dispatchers in Denver urged officers to travel in pairs
indefinitely and “keep their head on a swivel” to protect themselves against the new threat. Police in Fort Worth extended the
order beyond their uniformed officers to plainclothes detectives and highranking supervisors.
The new safety measures are some of the most intense since the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, said Darrel Stephens, executive
director of the Major Cities Chiefs of Police Association. Los Angeles also ordered more of its helicopters to patrol the skies.
Officers elsewhere were told to keep their guard up, especially around police stations. It was unclear when operations would
return to normal.
“You’re on the street eight, 10, 12 hours. Remaining with that heightened sense of alertness for that entire time is a pretty big
challenge,” Stephens said. “Doubling up those officers helps them keep track of each other and helps them feel a sense of
safety.”
___
IS group claims responsibility for train attack in Germany
BERLIN — The Islamic State group has claimed responsibility for an attack on a train in Germany that injured at least five
people.
The claim was posted on the group’s Aamaq news agency on Tuesday.
It came hours after a 17yearold Afghan asylum seeker attacked passengers with an ax and knife on a train near Wuerzburg
Heidingsfeld on Monday night, before he was shot and killed by a special police unit which happened to be nearby.
The statement says the attacker was “a member of the Islamic State” group and carried out the attack in response to the
militant group’s calls to attack countries that are members of the antiIS coalition.
“Even during the first emergency call, a witness said that the attacker was shouting ‘Allahu akbar’ on the train,” Joachim
Herrmann, Bavaria’s interior minister, told ZDF Television. “Also, during the search of his room, a handpainted IS flag was
found.”

___
Tensions with West rise as Turkey continues purge
ANKARA, Turkey — The purging of thousands of alleged plotters of a failed coup raised tensions Monday between Turkey and
the West, with U.S. and European officials urging restraint, while Ankara insisted that Washington extradite an exile accused
of orchestrating the plot.
Authorities have fired nearly 9,000 police officers, bureaucrats and others, while detaining thousands more alleged to have
been involved in Friday night’s attempted coup, the staterun Anadolu news agency reported.
Former air force commander Akin Ozturk, alleged to be the ringleader of the uprising, was put under arrest following
questioning by a magistrate along with 25 other suspects, the news agency said. Ozturk, who has denied involvement and
insisted he had tried to suppress the rebellion, appeared in video from Turkish TV looking bruised with a bandage over his ear.
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan refused to rule out bringing back the death penalty, telling the U.S. cable TV station CNN in
an interview via a government translator, “There is a clear crime of treason.” He added that it would be up to parliament to
decide.
“if they accept to discuss it then I as president will approve any decision that comes out of the parliament,” he said. He said
Turks have been calling for the reinstatement of the death penalty because of the increased terror attacks and demand for swift
justice.
___
Having stomach troubles? Try swallowing an origami robot
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Has your child swallowed a small battery? In the future, a tiny robot made from pig gut could capture it
and expel it.
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are designing an ingestible robot that could be used to patch
wounds, deliver medicine or dislodge a foreign object. They call their experiment an “origami robot” because the accordion
shaped gadget gets folded up and frozen into an ice capsule.
“You swallow the robot, and when it gets to your stomach the ice melts and the robot unfolds,” said Daniela Rus, a professor
who directs MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. “Then, we can direct it to a very precise location.”
It’s still a long way before the device can be deployed in a human or animal. In the meantime, the researchers have created an
artificial stomach made of silicone to test it.

Rus said one of the robot’s most important missions could be to save the lives of children who swallow the discshaped button
batteries that increasingly power electronic devices. If swallowed, the battery can quickly burn through the stomach lining and
be fatal.
___
Plans for selfdriving cars have pitfall: the human brain
WASHINGTON — Experts say the development of selfdriving cars over the coming decade depends on an unreliable
assumption by many automakers: that the humans in them will be ready to step in and take control if the car’s systems fail.
Instead, experience with automation in other modes of transportation like aviation and rail suggests that the strategy will lead
to more deaths like that of a Florida Tesla driver in May.
Decades of research shows that people have a difficult time keeping their minds on boring tasks like monitoring systems that
rarely fail and hardly ever require them to take action. The human brain continually seeks stimulation. If the mind isn’t
engaged, it will wander until it finds something more interesting to think about. The more reliable the system, the more likely it
is that attention will wane.
Automakers are in the process of adding increasingly automated systems that effectively drive cars in some or most
circumstances, but still require the driver as a backup in case the vehicle encounters a situation unanticipated by its engineers.
Tesla’s Autopilot, for example, can steer itself within a lane and speed up or slow down based on surrounding traffic or on the
driver’s set speed. It can change lanes with a flip of its signal, automatically apply brakes, or scan for parking spaces and parallel
park on command.
___
Questions and answers about US fuel economy standards
The U.S. government has issued a report on fuel economy and greenhouse gas standards for U.S. cars and trucks that were
first established in 2012. The report Monday kicked off a twoyear review process leading to a government decision on whether
to leave the standards in place through 2025 or change them.
A look at the standards:
___
WHAT ARE CAFE AND GHG STANDARDS?

CAFE (Corporate Average Fuel Economy) and GHG (greenhouse gas) standards are milepergallon and emissions targets for
cars and trucks set by the U.S. government. The standards are based on size and are weighted by sales. Each manufacturer has
a different requirement based on the models it sells.
___
Report out, now Russian athletes await fate for Olympics
Russian Olympic athletes are as much pawns as true players in the druginfused game in which their government broke rules in
a brazen attempt to win medals at any cost.
Now, all those athletes — more than 400 of them, including those who did nothing wrong — can only wait and see what their
fate is for the Summer Olympics, which start in a mere 17 days.
With the clock ticking, the executive board of the International Olympic Committee meets Tuesday to go over options in the
wake of a report that uncovered a staterun doping scheme that ensnared 28 sports, both summer and winter. It started in 2011
and ended four years later — well past the time when Russian authorities knew they were under the doping microscope.
The investigation, authored by arbitrator Richard McLaren, told of 312 positive tests that Russia’s deputy minister of sport
directed lab workers not to reported to the World AntiDoping Agency. Also involved were Russia’s FSB — the current version
of the Soviet Union’s KGB.
“I’m shocked and devastated by what’s been going on,” said Paul Melia, the head of Canada’s antidoping organization, after
the findings were delivered Monday in Toronto. “And I can only imagine how betrayed the clean athletes of the world are
feeling today in the face of this evidence.”
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